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Information-theoretic significance of the Wigner distribution

B. Roy Frieden
College of Optical Sciences, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721, USA

Bernard H. Soffer
Department of Electrical Engineering, UCLA, Los Angeles, California 90095, USA

!Received 24 July 2006; published 16 November 2006"

A coarse-grained Wigner distribution pW!x ,!" obeying positivity derives out of information-theoretic con-
siderations. Let p!x ,!" be the unknown joint probability density function !PDF" on position and momentum
fluctuations x, ! for a particle in a pure state "!x". Suppose that the phase part #!x ,z" of its Fourier transform
TF#p!x ,!"$%&G!x ,z" &exp#i#!x ,z"$ is constructed as a hologram. !Such a hologram is often used in heterodyne
interferometry." Consider a particle randomly illuminating this phase hologram. Let its two position coordi-
nates be measured. Require that the measurements contain an extreme amount of Fisher information about true
position, through variation of the phase function #!x ,z". The extremum solution gives an output PDF p!x ,!"
that is the convolution of the Wigner pW!x ,!" with an instrument function defining uncertainty in either
position x or momentum !. The convolution arises naturally out of the approach, and is one dimensional, in
comparison with the ad hoc two-dimensional convolutions usually proposed for coarse graining purposes. The
output obeys positivity, as required of a PDF, if the one-dimensional instrument function is sufficiently wide.
The result holds for a large class of systems: those whose amplitudes "!x" are the same at their boundaries
#examples: states "!x" with positive parity; with periodic boundary conditions; free particle trapped in a box$.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.74.052108 PACS number!s": 03.65.Ta, 02.50.Tt, 04.20.Fy, 42.40.Eq

I. INTRODUCTION

Note: To avoid confusion, the word “phase” below is re-
served to describe only the phase part of a complex ampli-
tude. Phase is never used to describe “phase space” of statis-
tical mechanics, i.e., joint position and momentum values
!x ,!". These are always demarked as “position-momentum”
space or !x ,!" space.

Consider a single, mass particle moving in one dimension
and in a pure state "!x", where the random variable x defines
an intrinsic fluctuation, i.e., one that would exist even in the
presence of a perfect !noise free" detector. The state "!x" can
be defined, e.g., by the nonrelativistic Schrödinger wave
equation. By Fourier transform of "!x", this also gives the
particle’s probability amplitude $!!" on intrinsic momentum
!. Let these two amplitude laws be known. !Note that all
functions in this analysis depend as well upon the time; for
brevity, this is suppressed from the notation."

Note that "!x" and $!!" are single-variable, marginal
probability amplitudes, leaving open the question of the joint
dependence of the joint fluctuations !x ,!". Quantum me-
chanics, regarded as a statistical theory, is not fully consis-
tent probabilistically, since it does not make use of, or define,
joint or conditional probabilities such as p!x ,!", p!x &!",
p!! &x", etc. Here we consider the question of what the joint
probability density function !PDF" p!x ,!" should be. How
should it relate to "!x"? Is there a universal PDF p!x ,!", i.e.,
a unique function of "!x", or should the function depend
upon the particulars of the given measurement scenario?

Wigner #1$ proposed the well-known joint PDF

pW!x,!" =
1

2%
' dz e−iz!"*!x − &z/2""!x + &z/2" !1"

for constructing a measure of the joint fluctuations in
position-momentum space. Here & is Planck’s constant/2%

and i=(−1. Conversely, given a pW!x ,!" obeying !1" the
wave function "!x" may be reconstructed to within an irrel-
evant constant phase value. Hence !1" is often considered to
be a generally complex quantum formulation that is equiva-
lent to Schrödinger’s. It is useful for visualizing the joint
evolution of the position-momentum values. Result !1" has
also been shown to follow from various operational view-
points #2$ !see as well the extensive bibliography and back-
ground for the problem given in #2$".

Unfortunately, for a general state function "!x" Eq. !1" is
known to incur negative values and, hence, cannot represent
a well defined probability law. !The only case that does not
incur negatives is the normal case, including squeezed or
chirped versions." This is also consistent with limitations set
by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, according to which
precise joint values !X ,M" of position and momentum do not
exist on the quantum level #3,4$.

These limitations are taken to imply that, given a marginal
amplitude "!x", there is no single joint PDF p!x ,!" that is
generally well defined. Again, this is for intrinsic fluctuations
!x ,!". On the other hand, a real measurement scenario,
whether experimental or gedanken, is guaranteed to obey a
well-defined PDF on its total fluctuations !including noise of
detection". Therefore, from here on, by !x ,!" we mean total
fluctuations in position and momentum.

In summary, our view is that a variety of physically mean-
ingful PDFs p!x ,!" exist, where each is defined for the par-
ticular measurement scenario out of which it derives. In gen-
eral, such a law depends upon the physics of the
measurement scenario, both through the state "!x" and
through properties of the detector or other influences on the
measurement. This general view was previously taken #5$ as
well !see note at Ref.". Consequently the PDF p!x ,!" that
we obtain below is limited in validity to a particular gedan-
ken measurement scenario, namely that of particle location
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in a hologram. An immediate benefit is that, in describing a
real measurement, the fluctuations !x ,!" must now describe
those in the total experimental measurement, including pos-
sible noise of detection. Thus, a theory of measurement
emerges.

An ad hoc supplement to !1" that forces positivity is to
mathematically convolve !1" with a chosen kernel function
#2$. This could have a physical origin in coarse graining #2$
the space !x ,!". The resulting measure is then taken to de-
scribe the joint probability law of the coarse grained space.
Coarse graining has so far been proposed, by convolution of
!1" with a suitably broad kernel function in x and !, for
example a Gaussian. This results from the well-known result
that the convolution of two Wigner distribution functions
obey positivity #2$. The minimum amount of coarse graining
that suffices to give positive Wigner values has been estab-
lished #6$ as that obeying the Heisenberg uncertainty prin-
ciple.

This convolution step is usually implemented as an ad
hoc mathematical addon to pW!x ,!". By comparison, our
view is, as above, that a valid convolution step should be a
consequence of the physics of the particular measurement
problem. Indeed, by our approach it will be found to follow
as a consequence of determining a particle position in a
phase hologram. In its emphasis upon measurement, the ap-
proach is reminiscent of a previous analysis #5$, which
showed that a positive-constrained, Wigner-like PDF results
from considering a scattering experiment in the Born ap-
proximation. Such Wigner-like PDFs have likewise followed
as the outputs of optical heterodyne imaging experiments
#7–11$ wherein phase object profiles are estimated. See also
#1$.

Such a convolution is equivalent to blurring at the mi-
crolevel of points !x ,!". This blurring will have an important
consequence to the point-level J of information. This is that
the microlevel information level J=0 !see Sec. II F".

We next show that Wigner’s function !1" follows from
this overall viewpoint. In particular this will be out of the
gedanken measurement of a particular scenario. This is of the
position and momentum of a particle irradiating a holo-
graphic object. The scenario is suggested by past successful
Wigner-like answers for optical heterodyning #7–11$ meth-
ods, which likewise serve to determine phase objects. The
analytical approach to be used is that of extreme physical
information !EPI" #12–15$. !Note that EPI avoids the use of
standard operator quantum mechanics." The approach is
handy in being basically statistical in nature, thereby en-
abling both quantum and classical statistical effects to be
derived. Indeed, regarding the requisite convolution !above",
#5$ “The idea that in any realistic measurement a detector
and a filtering device #as here$ are required is not really
quantum mechanical in nature.”

The EPI approach is well suited to the problem, since !a"
it has a strong track record of deriving probability amplitude
laws #12–15$; and !b" has derived both quantum and classical
PDFs. The result will be the convolution of the quantum
Wigner law pW!x ,!" with a classical noise distribution on
either momentum or position. We emphasize that this is a
one-dimensional convolution in place of the usual two-

dimensional one mentioned above. Also, the statistical nature
of the approach will allow the convolution kernel to be in-
terpreted as straightforwardly a PDF on noise of detection.

II. EPI APPROACH

EPI is a general approach for calculating amplitude laws,
PDFs, and input-output laws for the fluctuations of unknown
systems. The approach centers on the flow of information
that occurs during the measurement of a required parameter
by an observer. EPI is briefly defined in the introductory
paper #12$, and fully developed in the books #13–15$.

A. Extremum condition

The EPI approach requires solving an extremum problem

I − J = extremum !2"

for the system amplitude or probability law. In general I is
the Fisher information in the data and J is that in the source.
Equation !2" states that the loss of information from source
to data is an extreme value !usually a minimum". This con-
dition is the central ansatz of EPI, and has been abundantly
verified #13,14$ by application. The ansatz is obeyed rigor-
ously #12–14$ in the presence of a unitary transformation.
Accordingly, an obvious transformation of this type will be
utilized. Also, it will be shown below that effectively J=0 in
this problem, so that the EPI principle Eq. !2" simplifies here
to I=extremum.

B. Rotation space

All quantum EPI calculations start with a rotation of ei-
ther coordinates or amplitude functions. Such a rotation is
demanded by the length-preserving nature of Fisher informa-
tion under unitary transformation #13,14$. Note, e.g., that
information quantity !11" is a sum !integral" of squares and,
hence, invariant under such transformation. As in !11", which
is an integral over the space of the amplitude #, the invari-
ance is specifically with respect to amplitude !not PDF" laws.
Past examples of such rotations are from four-position space
into four-momentum space in deriving the Klein-Gordon,
Dirac, and Wheeler–DeWitt equations of quantum mechanics
#12–14$; rotation by a complex angle in deriving the Lorentz
transformation of special relativity #14$; and rotation by the
Weinberg angle in Higgs mass theory #14$.

In an unknown scenario, the user has to use physical in-
tuition in choosing the appropriate rotation. However, as an
aid, EPI is exhaustive under such rotations #14$: In practice
every well-defined rotation leads to a new physical solution
for the amplitude function ". What, then, should be rotated
here?

The physical intuition here is that complex object distri-
butions Z!x ,z" tend to be well approximated by their phase
parts #!x ,z". In fact, it was shown by Kermisch #16$ for a
class of holograms that the information about photon loca-
tions in Z!x ,z" is carried by about 78% of the photons that
form #!x ,z". This is one reason why phase-only holograms
are practical as information storage devices. Also, phase dis-
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tributions are noted for having high local gradients #17$, and
Fisher information—a local measure of information—is no-
tably sensitive to such gradients. This further agrees with the
need for using the channel capacity form of I, i.e., its maxi-
mized form !see above".

The preceding two paragraphs suggest that the rotation for
the problem be a TF !Fourier transform" operation on
position-momentum space #2$,

Z!x,z" % ' d! p!x,!"eiz! % &G!x,z"&exp#i#!x,z"$ . !3"

!Note that &G & = &Z& if # is purely real." Function G!x ,z" will
be imposed below, with phase #!x ,z" to be found. A two-
dimensional phase hologram #!x ,z" can in principle be
formed optically #18$, digitally #19$ by generation of com-
puter holograms, or by other means. The EPI gedanken mea-
surement for this problem will accordingly be that of the
emergent position X ,Z of a particle from the phase hologram
#!x ,z". This will allow #!x ,z" to be reconstructed from the
principle. However, we emphasize that this is a gedanken
measurement: Neither the hologram nor the measurement is
actually implemented. Hence, our results express a contin-
gency: If such a hologram were formed, and measured, then
the EPI principle implies that the unknown joint PDF p!x ,!"
would be the convolution mentioned above. In this way, the
PDF p!x ,!" is seen to represent an ideal state of informa-
tion, as occurs in deriving other laws of physics via EPI
#12–14$.

The problem of reconstructing a phase hologram has a
long history, particularly by the use of heterodyne interfer-
ometry #7–11$. Here the latter is replaced by the use of an
EPI gedanken measurement, and accompanying use of prin-
ciple !2".

By the completeness of the Fourier description !3", an EPI
problem of estimating p!x ,!" is thereby replaced with the
problem of estimating the function Z!x ,z". Once the latter is
known, !3" shows that p!x ,!" may be computed as follows:

p!x,!" = TF!Z" %
1

2%
' dzZ!x,z"e−iz!

%
1

2%
' dz&G!x,z"&exp#i#!x,z"$e−iz!. !4"

However, there is a drawback to this mathematical ap-
proach. As mentioned above, Fisher information is an invari-
ant L2 length in amplitude space and not PDF space. Hence,
the rotation !3" in PDF space does not strictly comply with
EPI. This is confirmed by the fact that, in depending upon
the PDF p!x ,!", it ignores phase information in the ampli-
tude function whose square is p!x ,!". Hence the answer we
get must be approximate, lying somewhere between quantum
and classical physics.

C. Holographic aspect of rotation

We next show that Z!x ,z" and its phase part #!x ,z" can
be represented as holograms in two-dimensional position
space. This requires showing that coordinate z is proportional

to a position. As usual, position-momentum space is subdi-
vided into elemental cells of sides 'l ,'!, with areas
'l'!= & /2 by the Heisenberg principle. Hence, a position
determination lz=nz'l, for an appropriate integer nz. Com-
bining the last two relations gives lz=nz& / !2'!". Also, in
the exponent of !4", z! must be unitless, so that we may
express

z = nz/'! . !5"

Combining the last two relations gives

lz = !&/2"z and dlz = !&/2"dz !6"

as its differential. Hence z( lz, or, the transform space coor-
dinate z is effectively back in position space defining a cor-
responding position coordinate !& /2"z. Since coordinate x is
likewise a position, effectively functions Z!x ,z" and #!x ,z"
lie entirely in position space. This facilitates the required
position measurement !X ,Z", which will now be of the rect-
angular position in a two-dimensional hologram !see next".

D. Reconstruction step

In the reconstruction step, the phase hologram #!x ,z" is
illuminated with a uniform plane wave called a reference
beam. Here either material particles or photons may be used.
To be definite, we choose material particles.

The aim of the gedanken experiment is to measure the
ideal joint position values !X ,Z" of a randomly chosen par-
ticle as it passes through the phase hologram. In practice, the
measurement is imperfect, with respective error fluctuations
!x ,z". The question that EPI will seek to answer is, What
phase profile #!x ,z" extremizes the acquired information I
about position !X ,Z" in the data? Once this is known, its use
in !4" gives the required PDF p!x ,!" on position and mo-
mentum for the illuminating particle.

As mentioned above, such phase profiles #!x ,z" have
previously been found using heterodyne approaches #7–11$,
and these do tend to follow Wigner-type distributions, as
required.

The phase law #!x ,z" has a corresponding intensity pro-
file

P!x,z" % #*!x,z"#!x,z" , !7"

where * denotes the complex conjugate. This is also the PDF
on particle positions in the phase hologram. It is to be noted
that # is in general complex, allowing absorption as well as
phase shift.

E. Parameters to be measured

To review, the unknown parameters that are to be gedan-
ken measured are the X position and effective Z position !as
above" of a randomly selected particle that passes through
the phase hologram #!x ,z". These are measured with respec-
tive errors x and z, using an instrument that generally suffers
from noise. The total measurement errors !x ,z" are there-
fore inclusive of both this noise and the holographic object.
We next seek the PDF on these total measurement errors
using EPI.
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F. Source information J

The general flow of information in an EPI measurement
procedure is from the information source to the measurement
space,

J → I . !8"

Here, by definition the information source is at the point
level !x ,z" of the joint position fluctuations. However, there
is effectively no given information at that level since data
averaging !coarse graining" will be taken in !x ,!" space, as
discussed above, and this causes effective data averaging in
!x ,z" space as well, via the Fourier transform operation !4".
That is, coarse graining for the original particle scenario
translates into coarse graining in the hologram scenario as
well. Hence, in this calculation

J = 0. !9"

There is effectively no information on the microscale of this
gedanken experiment. Note that this coarse graining will be a
result of the calculation, not an assumption. That is, the EPI
solution to the problem will be self-consistently smeared out
sufficiently in momentum or in position to have this property.

In general, use of J=0 indicates an EPI calculation of
lowest precision, level !c" #13,14$. Results must be regarded
as approximate or contingent #as with the Wigner answer !1",
which is contingent upon coarse graining or a Gaussian
"!x"$. This is the second approximation that is made in the
overall approach. The other was the rotation in PDF or en-
ergy space rather than in amplitude space !see above".

A check on the assumption J=0 will be the calculated I at
solution. Since I=)J according to EPI theory, then the solu-
tion should obey I=0 as well. This is verified in the Appen-
dix A for a wide class of state functions "!x".

G. Data information I

With J=0, the entire calculation Eq. !2" hinges on the
information functional I. The positional errors of the problem
are the positions x and !& /2"z #see !6"$. We choose to Wick
rotate the latter into an imaginary coordinate i!& /2"z !see the
above remarks about rotation and EPI". The Fisher coordi-
nates of the problem are accordingly

!x1,x2" % „x,i!&/2"z… . !10"

Note that this rotation is arbitrary, and represents prior
knowledge on the part of the observer. As usual in EPI prob-
lems, it will be justified on the grounds that the solution is
reasonable and gives new insight into the problem. The same
Wick rotation is of course commonly used to represent the
time coordinate in relativistic effects #20$.

With these as Fisher coordinates, quantity I has the sig-
nificance of being the Fisher information in an attempt at
measuring the ideal coordinates (X , i!& /2"Z) of a randomly
selected particle in the phase hologram.

The differentials of the Fisher coordinates are dx1=dx,
dx2%dlz= i!& /2"dz by !6", so that dx1 &dx2 &= !& /2"dxdz.

Then the Fisher channel capacity information is #12–14$

I =
8
&
' ' dxdz)* !#*

!x
+* !#

!x
+ − * 2

&
+2* !#*

!z
+* !#

!z
+, ,

P = #*# . !11"

The minus sign arises out of squaring the imaginary i in dx2
!#14$, Appendix C". The unknown phase profile #!x ,z" that
attains extreme information in the data therefore has this
level of information I.

III. EPI IMPLEMENTATION

The EPI extremization principle is I−J=extremum. Then
by !9" and !11", the principle is

' ' dxdz)* !#*

!x
+* !#

!x
+ − * 2

&
+2* !#*

!z
+* !#

!z
+,

= extremum, # = #!x,z" . !12"

We ignored an irrelevent multiplicative constant. The rest is
algebra.

A. Forming Lagrangian

The Lagrangian of the problem is directly the integrand of
!12",

L = * !#*

!x
+* !#

!x
+ − * 2

&
+2* !#*

!z
+* !#

!z
+ . !13"

B. Semiclassical solution

The general Euler-Lagrange solution obeys

!

!x

!L
!!!#*/!x"

+
!

!z

!L
!!!#*/!z"

=
!L
!#* .

Hence by !13" the Euler-Lagrange solution to this problem
obeys

! 2#

!x2 − * 2
&
+2! 2#

!z2 = 0. !14"

This is a wave equation for two traveling waves of “ve-
locities” ±& /2 with z standing in for the “time.” Thus, as
first shown by Tatarskii #21$, the solution is the sum of these
waves

# = F1*x +
&

2
z+ + F2*x −

&

2
z+, F1, F2 arbitrary.

!15"

Then by !3",

Z = &G&exp)iF1*x +
&

2
z+,exp)iF2*x −

&

2
z+,

% &G&f1*x +
&

2
z+ f2*x −

&

2
z+ !16"

after defining
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f1!x" = eiF1!x", f2!x" = eiF2!x". !17"

Then by !4" and !16",

p!x,!" % TF!Z" = TF)&G& f1*x +
&

2
z+ f2*x −

&

2
z+, .

!18"

Then by the theorem for the TF of a product,

p!x,!" = g!!&x" ! pW!x,!" % ' d!!g!! − !!&x"pW!x,!!" ,

!19"

where ! denotes a one-dimensional convolution, the kernel
function g!! &x" obeys

g!!&x" % TF!&G&" %
1

2%
' dz e−iz!&G!x,z"& , !20"

and pW!x ,!" obeys

pW!x,!" = TF) f1*x +
&

2
z+ f2*x −

&

2
z+,

=
1

2%
' dze−iz!f1*x +

&

2
z+ f2*x −

&

2
z+ . !21"

The probabilistic notation & in g!! &x" denotes the conditional
“if,” that is, g!! &x" is the probability density on a random
value of momentum ! in the presence of !if" a fixed value of
x.

Finally, as noted #5$, if we regard f1!x" and f2!x" as square
integrable, and pW!x ,!" as real and normalized, then Eq.
!21" takes the particular Wigner form Eq. !1"

pW!x,!" =
1

2%
' dz e−iz!"*!x − &z/2""!x + &z/2" !22"

for the appropriate choice of functions

f1!x" = "!x", f2!x" = "*!x" . !23"

Equations !19" and !22" are the main results of the paper.
These show that the EPI solution for the PDF of the mea-
surement problem is the Wigner function convolved with a
kernel function g!! &x" along !. One can regard the Wigner
function as the quantum part of the answer, with the convolv-
ing kernel function a classical part. The convolution is only
along the momentum coordinate !. Statistically, such a con-
volution denotes the presence of added classical noise of
detection #22$ of momentum. Hence, the solution pictures a
measurement scenario where the detection is generally im-
perfect, suffering from noise in the momentum reading. The
noise is classically characterized by a PDF g!! &x". As above,
this means the probability of a random variable value !, in
the presence of a general but fixed value of x. Hence the
noise in ! is signal dependent, if we regard fluctuation value
x as being the signal. This noise effectively allows coarse
graining of momentum space in this problem. The kernel
function g!! &x", as a measure of detection noise, is often
called the instrument function of the measurement experi-

ment. This is, then, the physical significance of g and, by Eq.
!20", &G & ".

This result distinguishes the solution from most past ap-
proaches #2$ to a practical Wigner function in two ways: Past
approaches postulate !not derive, as here" convolution with a
kernel function, and in two dimensions rather than the one
dimension here. Two-dimensional convolution is well-known
to achieve positivity if the kernel function is chosen to be
another Wigner distribution !in particular, a Gaussian of suf-
ficient width".

Although of secondary importance, the estimated ampli-
tude law #!x ,z" obeyed by the phase hologram is, by !15",
!17", and !23",

#!x,z" = − i ln#"!x + &z/2""*!x − &z/2"$ . !24"

It will be shown next that, alternatively, a one-
dimensional convolution along x can arise in the representa-
tion for p!x ,!".

IV. ALTERNATIVE CASE OF SPREAD IN x

The preceding analysis indicated that a conditional PDF
g!! &x" convolved with the Wigner distribution is the answer
for the net p!x ,!". That derivation started with the definition
!4" of p!x ,!", whereby variable z of its spectrum Z!x ,z" is
integrated over. We can instead choose to work with a rep-
resentation where the other variable x of Z!x ,z" is effectively
integrated over, as follows:

p!x,!" %
1

2%
' dkZ!k,!"e−2ikx/& !25"

#cf. Eq. !4"$. Going through the analogous EPI derivation in
Secs. II G–III B now gives

p!x,!" = g!x&!" ! pW!x,!" % ' dkg!x − k&!"pW!k,!"

!26"

#cf. Eq. !19"$, where now

pW!k,!" =
1

%&
' dke−2ixk/&$*!! + k"$!! − k" !27"

#cf. Eq. !1"$ in terms of the momentum eigenfunction $!!"
of the system.

The convolution in !26" is again one-dimensional, but
now along x. Effectively, this means the presence of noise of
detection of position, rather than of momentum as in the
preceding. The notation g!x &!" signifies a conditional PDF
on values of x in the presence of each fixed value of momen-
tum !. As before, this is generally signal-dependent noise,
and also equates to coarse graining of coordinate position
space. The kernel g!x &!", as a specifier of detection noise, is
often called the instrument function of the measurement ex-
periment.

We need to show next that either of the one-dimensional
convolution answers !19" or !26" suffices to give a positive
p!x ,!". This question seems to have not been addressed be-
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fore in the voluminous literature on the Wigner distribution.

A. Positivity property of coarse graining in !

We first treat convolution along momentum coordinate !,
then alternatively along x.

Eq. !19" in Fourier space is

Z!x,z" = p̂W!x,z"&G!x,z"& , !28"

where a caret indicates the Fourier transform of the function
beneath it. Equations !3" and !20" were also used. By Eq.
!22",

p̂W!x,z" = "*!x − &z/2""!x + &z/2" . !29"

So far function &G!x ,z"& is arbitrary. Temporarily let

&G!x,z"& % fX!x"exp!− *2z2/2", fX!x" + 0, * large,

!30"

with fX!x" a positive but otherwise arbitrary function. Using
Eqs. !29" and !30" in !28" gives

Z!x,z" - fX!x" lim
*→,

"*!x − &z/2""!x + &z/2"exp!− *2z2/2" .

!31"

Then by !4",

p!x,!" =
fX!x"
2%

' dz lim
*→,

exp!− *2z2/2""*!x − &z/2"

-"!x + &z/2"exp!− iz!" . !32"

With * sufficiently large only integrand values z-0 con-
tribute to the integral, so that

p!x,!" -
fX!x"
2%

dz"*!x""!x" . !33"

This obeys positivity since fX!x"+0 by !30", since dz.0
and because "*!x""!x"= p!x" is a well-defined probability
law on position fluctuation x. Expanding out factors "*!x
− &z /2" and "!x+ &z /2" in !32" about the point x would
allow one to extend the property of positivity for finite val-
ues of * as well. A minimum necessary grain size * for
achieving positivity for a given state "!x" could be found in
this way. This has yet to be done.

B. Positivity property of coarse graining in x

Results for convolution along x, instead, are completely
analogous. In place of !32", one gets

p!x,!" =
fM!!"

2%
' dk lim

*→,
exp!− *2k2/2"$*!! + k"

-$!! − k"exp!− 2ikx/ & " , !34"

where fM!!"+0. Again taking the lim*→,, only values of
k-0 contribute, so that

p!x,!" -
fM!!"

2%
dk$*!!"$!!" . !35"

This is again positive.

V. AMOUNT OF RECEIVED INFORMATION

The first tenet of EPI is the variational principle !2",
I−J=extremum. This was used to form the above solution.
The second tenet #12–15$ is that I=)J at solution, with ) a
constant on the interval !0,1". Here, by !9", J=0. Therefore
the data information !11" at solution should likewise be zero.
This is an important check on the consistency of the theory,
and we show in the Appendix that it is satisfied, for a wide
class of wave functions "!x". These either have the same
values at their boundaries or, if the common boundary value
is zero, approach zero at the same rate. The simplest example
is a free particle in a box of length 2b, b finite. More general
classes include wave functions having positive parity; or
wave functions with periodic boundary conditions.

VI. DISCUSSION

This approach has shown that the Wigner law results from
the following gedanken experiment: The TF taken in !3" is of
the unknown joint law p!x ,!". Its amplitude function G is
the TF of a sufficiently coarse graining function g. Its !gen-
erally complex" phase # is to be found. This phase hologram
is illuminated by a uniform reference beam of particles. One
of these is randomly selected and measured for its position as
it emerges. For the measured position to contain an extreme
level of Fisher information about its ideal position, the joint
law p!x ,!" must obey the convolution of the Wigner law !1"
with a one-dimensional PDF on either x or !. That is, p!x ,!"
must obey results !19", !22", and !26". These show an alter-
native significance for the Wigner law: The Wigner distribu-
tion represents an optimal joint distribution for purposes of
conveying information about two-dimensional particle posi-
tion in a phase hologram #!x ,z" constructed out of p!x ,!".

Equations !19" and !26" are also interesting in not ex-
pressing purely the Wigner law, or even the Wigner law con-
volved with a two-dimensional kernel function. Rather, they
express the Wigner law convolved with a suitable one-
dimensional kernel. This was shown #Eqs. !33", !35"$ to obey
the required property of positivity for a PDF under suffi-
ciently coarse graining in one dimension. As discussed !Sec.
I", the answer is specific to the given measurement problem,
and does not represent all measurement problems. Also, it
holds for a class of system states "!x" !see the Appendix" and
not all. The convolution is due to noise of detection of either
momentum or position !but not necessarily both". This noise
is the origin of coarse graining in this problem.

It was found that, under coarse graining in either position
or momentum space, the law achieves positivity and there-
fore becomes a legitimate PDF. Hence, the EPI result agrees
with the conventional quantum view that, on the point level
!x ,!", a joint probability law p!x ,!" on intrinsic fluctuations
does not generally exist, but that when localized averaging
can be taken, it does exist. However, the result differs from
the conventional view in showing that the averaging arises
naturally out of the measurement process. It does not arise as
merely an ad hoc appendage to the Wigner answer. Also, the
averaging need not be done over both coordinates x and !. It
is done over either the momentum coordinate or the position
coordinate.
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Finally, the results !19" and !22" obey self-consistency in
obeying the assumption J=0 #Eq. !9"$ made in their deriva-
tion. Information J generally represents the source informa-
tion for a given problem. Here this is the information that
exists at the point level of !x ,!" space. With the ansatz J
=0, we assumed that such information was not available.
Either convolution !19" or !26" bears this out, stating that no
such information is present because of the convolution
!smearing" operation along either coordinate ! or x.

APPENDIX: SYSTEMS OBEYING I=0 AT SOLUTION

By Eq. !24",

#!x,z" = − i#ln "!x + /z" + ln "*!x − /z"$, / % & /2.

!A1"

Differentiating gives

#X = − i#!ln ""x+/z! + !ln "*"x−/z! $ , !A2"

#Z = − i/#!ln ""x+/z! − !ln "*"x−/z! $ . !A3"

The subscript X means ! /!x, subscript Z means ! /!z, and the
notation !ln ""x±/z! means #! ln "!w" /!w$ evaluated, respec-
tively, at w=x±/z. At this point the calculation simplifies if
we assume that "!x" is purely real. Full complexity is re-
trieved at the end. Substituting Eqs. !A2" and !A3" into !12"
gives just the cross term

I =' ' dxdz!ln ""x+/z! !ln ""x−/z! . !A4"

An irrelevant multiplier was again ignored.
It is convenient to change variables,

w % x + /z, v % x − /z . !A5"

Then x=2−1!w+v", z= !2/"−1!w−v". The Jacobian of the
transformation is then &J!x ,z /w ,v" & = !2/"−1, so that !A4" be-
comes

I =' ' dwdv&J!x,z/w,v"&#ln "!w"$!#ln "!v"$!

=' ' dwdv#ln "!w"$!#ln "!v"$! !A6"

after use of the particular Jacobian, and as usual ignoring a

multiplicative constant. The integral is actually a simple
square,

I = )' dw#ln "!w"$!,2

. !A7"

This is easily evaluated as follows:

I = )' dw
d

dw
ln "!w",2

= #ln "!b" − ln "!a"$2 = ln2)"!b"
"!a", ,

!A8"

where a ,b are the boundary values of w. With the original
boundaries at x= ±x0, z= ±z0, Eqs. !A5" show that b=x0
+/z0, a=−b, so that

I = lim
x→b

ln2) "!x"
"!− x",, b = x0 + /z0. !A9"

This shows that I=0 if "!b"→"!−b", i.e., the same value "
is approached as the particle approaches its boundaries. An
example is a system whose " has positive parity. Another is
where the system is periodic, with period 2b. A third is not
necessarily periodic in all its values, but has boundary values
that repeat. A possible complication is where the boundary
values are zero, as in bound systems, since 0/0 is indetermi-
nate. Here what is required is that " approach zero symmetri-
cally at the two boundaries of this system. This is obeyed by
a wide class of bound systems. Examples are states with
positive parity; or, as the simplest example, a free particle in
a box of length 2b, b finite, where limx→±a"!x"
=limx→±b cos!n%x /2b"= +0, n=1,3 , . . . . !Here both bound-
ary values approach zero symmetrically from above."

We assumed a real "!x", for simplicity in deriving !A9".
With "!x" instead complex, the net I turns out to be the
quantity !A9" plus the same expression in "*. The latter ex-
pression is zero under the condition "*!b"="*!−b", which is
the same condition as before.

In summary the condition I=0 holds, not for all systems,
but for a wide class of systems. This is a natural consequence
of the overall approach which, as discussed !Sec. I", is spe-
cific to the given measurement problem.
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